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Optimize ROI from Your Digital Print Project

Solut ions  That  Per form for  You

The Power of Personalization®
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Your customer’s name integrated into a visually rich color  

graphic — an exceptional opportunity to reinforce customer 

experience of your brand.

•  Compelling way to express that you value the individual customer

•  Positive brand experience with breathtaking photo effects

• Opportunity for gentle cross-sell/upsell

•  Strategic positioning of your representative/contact information

Ask about the Custom Design Calendar Program from Pii, the 

leader in personalization with digital print.

That’s my name on that truck!
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Introduction
Progressive Impressions International (Pii) is proud to offer the Digital 
Print Value Guide to marketing professionals and others interested in 
an overview of this exciting field. 

Our focus is on capabilities and cost factors — knowledge our clients can  
use to obtain the best value from digital print projects.

The key knowledge areas for the greatest return of value are:
• When and where to use digital print
• How to manage costs in production
• How to streamline preproduction

We cover these with a broad brush. The aim is not to be encyclopedic, but to 
identify the most important factors for quality and cost. You will find several 
highly specific and useful tips to illustrate main points, and a recurring 
suggestion to consult with your printer. So often, the knowledge you need 
to achieve the result you really want is at the fingertips of people who work 
and innovate with digital print technology every day. 

Digital print is the fastest-growing sector of the printing industry. This 
is due in part to technological change (see a good example on the page 
opposite: Personalization like that used to require hands-on work by a 
graphic designer for every name change). In a business environment of 
continual innovation, including new strategies to integrate print with online 
campaigns, Pii is committed to providing knowledge, solutions and value 
that lead to your success.
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An offset press is mechanical. It transfers 

an image to paper by physical contact. 

To change the image being printed, it is 

necessary to stop the press and change 

the printing plate.

A digital press resembles 

your office printer, and uses the same 

core technology. It is essentially an electronic device.

Part 1 W h e n  t o  u s e  d i g i t a l  p r i n t
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Digital and offset:  
Two value-driving differences
Digital print and traditional offset print use different processes. They have 
different strengths. As a rule, offset is more economical for long print runs — 
the longer the better. For short runs, digital print has the advantage.

Digital print costs less at low quantities.
Here’s why: A digital press requires less mechanical setup. There are no 
printing plates to mount or ink settings to adjust. Inside a digital press, the 
text and graphics are transferred to paper by a system of electrical signals.

This leads to the second value-driving difference in digital print. A digital 
press can change text and graphics at electronic speed.

Digital print is ideal for personalization and versioning.
Since there are no plates to switch out, the digital press does not have to 
stop to change bits of printed information: It can vary just one word or  
all the words and the pictures from one page to the next.

Black (K) Cyan Magenta Yellow Spot Color Varnish 

Paper Path 

Plate Cylinder

Blanket Cylinder

Water Rollers

Ink Rollers

!

Roll Fed

Sheet Fed

Offset Press Can Have “Extra” Color 

Offset offers the advantage of using inks (colors) beyond the basic four-color process (CMYK). Spot colors 
provide the closest possible match to exact brand and logo standards.

Some inks, such as metallic inks, are incompatible with digital print.  If the job is to  
be personalized later on a digital press, some specialty inks cannot be used.
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Versioning saves paper …
Printing two or more versions of a document can save paper and  
related costs. A good example is a booklet with text in two languages:

•  Text in two languages uses twice as much paper as needed.
•  Readers look at only half the pages.

Separate booklets for each language eliminate wasted pages, and digital 
print makes the lower quantities affordable. With each additional version — 
English, Spanish, Chinese, etc. — digital print solutions become increasingly 
cost-effective.

And increases impact
Versioning for demographic groups can make your newsletter, postcard or 
other communication more relevant to readers and so gain better response.

• With young parents, talk about college savings plans
• With middle-aged couples, talk about investing for retirement

This might be the editorial strategy for an investment newsletter — inserting 
a college-savings article when customers are known to be young parents, but 
inserting different articles for other types of customers. Digital print lets you 
match your message to specific audience interests.

Young Achiever Affluent Empty Nester

W h e n  t o  u s e  d i g i t a l  p r i n t
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Value of personalization: Stronger response
Even the simplest form of personalization — inserting a name into a 
headline — gets attention and adds value.

Hector, special message for you inside!

Using a person’s name works — with reliable head-turning power —  
because of early childhood training. Parents devote countless hours  
to teaching children to answer to their name.

Convert attention to communication.
After capturing attention, follow through with a personalized message and 
targeted offer. Text can be personalized using almost any type of customer 
data. The important result is that your individual customer feels “this 
message is intended for me.” That’s a personal response, which translates  
to robust response rates.

More than a name, personalization  
can include color schemes, images and  
messaging options based on basic  
information about the individual receiver.

• Age range   
• Gender   
• Event

Earning a first driver’s license is the Event that 
triggers the Driving Chihuahua greeting card,  
sent by insurance agents to new drivers when 
they are added to a parent’s policy. A different 
graphic, featuring a Muscle Car, goes to new 
drivers who are male.

To “get” the value of personalized design and 
messaging, ask yourself which card would 
make a lasting impression on you: a generic 
Congratulations or the Driving Chihuahua?
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Personalize for senders
A sender photo increases response to your letter or mailing. 

• Puts a human face on your brand
• Enables “eye contact”
• Inspires confidence

A sender photo starts a relationship.

Your customer sees your representative and “hears” your brand voice.  
Your brand reinforces credibility for the representative, while the photo  
adds a personal dimension to your brand.

Rule of thumb

Price breaks for 
offset and digital 
For straight print 

 Digital — 
 Sweet spot is 500 to 5,000 

 Offset — 
 Cost per piece starts to come  
 down at 5,000 to 10,000

For print with personalization 

 •  Up to 10,000, use digital 
print for best value

 •  Above 10,000, use hybrid 
print (offset + digital)

Steve Sender
Vice President

Best applications for digital print
Targeted marketing

 Demographics
• Age groups
• Male/female
• Income ranges
• Number of children
• Ethnicity

  Customer levels — 
Platinum, Gold, etc.

 Language versions

  Versioning by region,
 state or locality

Sender personalization for sales force

 Direct mail campaigns
• Letters
• Postcards
• Self-mailers

 Relationship marketing
• Newsletters
• Greeting cards
• Thank you cards
• Milestones

 Prospecting
• Personalized collateral
• Seminar invitations
•  Personalized flyers, 

door hangers

Print on demand

  “Bread and butter” documents
in low quantities

  Frequently updated materials 
(e.g., product sheets)

 Brochures with variable content

Sender personalization enables 
one-to-one communication. 
The value of sender 
personalization is  
this connection of an  
individual sender to your 
individual customer.

W h e n  t o  u s e  d i g i t a l  p r i n t
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Personalization value strategy
Access the value of personalization, using these proven principles:

1. Target segments of your audience.
By targeting subsets of customers — whether they are Best 
Customers or New Arrivals or Most Likely Prospects for a particular 
product — you gain the ability to sharpen relevance and heighten 
message impact. Greater impact, with lower print quantities, leads  
to higher response rates and increased ROI.

2. Build one-to-one relationships.
A sense of relationship creates bonded customers for your 
organization. Bonded customers stay longer, buy more and generate 
more referral business. Personalization for your representative —  
in newsletters, greeting cards and other “touches” — sustains 
bonded relationships.

These strategies work for a simple reason: People are receptive  
to messages meant for them personally.

Detailed personalization — by name and 
industry segment — commands attention 
in the issentials newsletter sent to Pii clients. 
Targeting the client’s area of business, articles 
can include variable content to enhance 
relevance and maximize value.

1

6

3

4

2

5

	 1 Sender photo makes it “person to person”

	 2 Sender letter is 100% customizable

	 3	   Article content can vary for different 
types of clients — financial, health care, 
manufacturing, etc.

	 4 Receiver name in display ad

	 5 Receiver name incorporated in graphics

	 6 Sender name in call to action
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Hybrid print: Combining offset and digital
“Hybrid print” means your job runs through two types of presses:  
offset first, then digital.

• Offset for low cost per piece
• Digital to add personalization

Offset prints the “shell,” leaving blank 
spaces for personalized information.

Digital press adds variable text and graphics — 
personalized for receivers or senders or both.

W h e n  t o  u s e  d i g i t a l  p r i n t
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Tips to maximize hybrid value
To add the impact of personalization at the lowest cost, follow a two-part plan:  

1. Maximize quantity for the offset print run.
2. Maximize speed for the digital print run.

With offset, a long run means a low cost per piece. On the digital side, there 
are options available to speed production and hold total cost down.

Monochrome personalization. Black-only personalization is significantly 
faster than full color. Photos are black and white but can be framed 
with color from offset. Text personalization is unlimited. 

Personalization on one side only. Printing just one side of the paper is 
faster than printing both sides. In booklets, this allows personalization 
on every other page. Work with your printer to plan strategic layout  
of personalized pages.

Roll-fed press. A roll-fed press can run two to three times faster 
at standard resolution than a sheet-fed press. The Océ 7550 
VarioStream (shown in photo) prints 530 pages per minute  
(letter size, 2 up).

Personalization adds selling power. Smart planning delivers  
the best value from high-volume print.



There’s not much you can do about the price of paper, but other 

production choices can make quite a difference. If you are a 

designer, be mindful of: 1)  how many finishing operations are 

required, and 2) whether they can be automated.

Part 2 M a n a g i n g  p r o d u c t i o n  c o s t s
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Two cost factors you can control
A standard-size letter inserted into a #10 window envelope is quick to set 
up and runs fast through production. In contrast, a birthday card with extra 
features to make it special — for example, if it’s shaped like a cake — will 
require more planning, more equipment and more handling. As a result,  
it will involve more costs.

In general, these two factors have the greatest effect on production costs:

Number of operations
 •  Folding, stitching, cutting, gluing, tabbing, inkjetting, inserting

Automation
 •  Going to a manual process can triple the cost per piece

Nonstandard features are often worth the cost. Birthday cards should feel 
special. On the other hand, it’s sensible to make sure there is value gained 
from every step in production. Planning ahead — not only for how the piece 
will look but how it will run through production machines — repays the 
effort in ROI.

This custom-designed comic 

book campaign took the above 

factors into consideration and 

developed diecut action figures 

that were secured to the inside 

of the mailer, thus maintaining 

postal efficiencies. Multiple 

techniques can be combined  

to maximize impact.
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How to avoid hand assembly
Print production machines are designed for handling paper, which is to say 
they “like” working with edges that are straight, thicknesses within a certain 
range, and surfaces that are smooth and flat. Machines jam when a print 
piece is difficult to grab, bend or keep aligned. Then hand assembly may  
be the only (and costly) alternative.

For automated printing and finishing, the major risk factors are: 
• Irregular shapes
• Very flimsy or rigid materials
• Unique setups (e.g., attaching novelties)

Ingenuity in production setups can overcome many challenges. And 
specialized equipment is available. But the best way to ensure the benefits of 
high-speed production — and avoid the pricing conundrum of hand assembly 
— is early consultation with your printer, who can identify manufacturing 
processes and recommend materials to minimize production costs.

The umbrella pop-up in the mailer shown on the opposite page involves 
a shape that would be tricky to run through a printing press. For efficient 
production, this piece was printed first on a rectangular sheet and then cut  
to final shape using a custom-made die. To make it pop up, the umbrella  
was scored (cut lightly) along each of five fold lines. All cutting and  
scoring was performed in one pass.

In a unique job like this one, special toolmaking is an added cost to consider. 
It becomes a small factor when spread over a long run. The bottom line is 
your judgment about the return you expect from the uniqueness of your 
print piece.

This tree-shaped brochure looks earth-friendly, 
but is definitely not automation-friendly. 
Folding equipment has to be able to hold the 
paper steady and straight, a task made difficult 
by the irregular contours. Tricky shapes can 
be managed with good planning — for an 
example, see the umbrella mailer on the  
next page.

The very large window in this envelope 
provides a great view if you have an appealing 
graphic to show off. However, the expanse of 
see-through material weakens the envelope, 
so one side is flimsy compared to the other. 
Inserting machines have to slow to one-third 
speed to prevent damage to the envelope.  
If the see-through feature will increase your 
mail-open rate, the added production time  
may well be worth it.

M a n a g i n g  p r o d u c t i o n  c o s t s
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Flattened piece 
before folding Folded 

Open card 
showing  
pop-up

This special diecut gives the viewer a 3-D pop-up when the mailer is opened. When folded,  
the mailer has a machine-friendly shape for automated postal processing.
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Leveraging machine capabilities
Two-sided personalization — Personalized messaging on both sides 
of this mailer makes it an ideal match for a perfecting digital press. 
In the industry, “perfecting” means printing both sides in one pass. 
The Xerox Nuvera 288 is a good production choice because it is fast 
and offers superior resolution of photos. 

Strategic use of personalization made this campaign one of the most  
successful ever produced at Pii. A targeted message on the outside 
motivates the receiver to open the mailer. Inside, photos and charts 
are customized for the individual, showing specific cost and 
performance numbers for an upgrade to their current machine.

Blind-match solutions — “Blind matching” means inserting two or 
more personalized items so that an envelope contains, for example, a 
letter for Jane Doe and a gift card for Jane Doe. Mismatches can occur 
if pieces are missing or equipment misfeeds. An in-line camera system 
takes the “blind” out of the process, scanning each piece to ensure a 
correct match.

With response rates above 40%, this  
campaign represents a best value in digital 
print. Highly customized content drives 
response, while printing in black and  
white keeps the cost down.

M a n a g i n g  p r o d u c t i o n  c o s t s
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Paper choices for digital presses
Laser printing — Traditional offset presses put ink on paper, while digital 
laser presses apply “toner” — tiny beads of plastic that are pulled by static 
electricity to specific areas on the paper and then melted in place. 

Because of the differences between ink and toner, offset and digital laser 
presses need different characteristics from paper.

Offset: Ink is wet, paper is porous, ink is absorbed
Laser: Toner is dry, adheres by melting onto paper surface

Generally, digital laser presses require a smooth paper surface for best toner 
adhesion. In addition, because of the heat that melts the toner, consider a 
paper’s resistance to curl.

Inkjet printing — Inkjet printers are another type of digital (data-driven) 
print technology. Guided by computer, an inkjet printer sprays micro-drops  
of ink onto paper. Since this is a “wet” process, two important characteristics 
for paper selection are absorbency and “holdout” (resistence to ink 
absorption). Specially developed papers are available for best performance  
with inkjet equipment.

Recommendations — Many papers run well on both digital and offset 
presses, and have a track record to prove it. Confirm with your supplier  
that your paper has been tested on digital presses. When evaluating a  
paper, ask about these two important characteristics:

Runnability —  ability to pass through the pulls, turns and temperatures 
of a high-speed press without tearing, wrinkling, 
stretching or other damage

Print quality — sharpness of detail, especially in photos

A paper is a reliable choice when it has been tested on the specific printing 
equipment to be used for your job.

Printing “4 up” instead of “2 up” saves 
paper, as shown in the illustration 
above. By being aware of available 
paper sizes, you can design your 
print piece to optimize paper use 
and avoid waste. Check with your 
printer about other factors, such  
as grain, which can affect folding.

4 up

2 up
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The color gamut of a high-end digital press 

can define more values than an offset press 

can reproduce with ink. Savvy graphic 

designers exploit this advantage, using 

splashes of bright color for visual impact. 

They also avoid flooding color or spreading 

a gradient (gradual shading) across a large 

area, as digital color may show banding. 

With expert design, digital color yields  

world-class results.

Part 3 M a n a g i n g  c o s t s  b e f o r e  p r o d u c t i o n  s t a r t s
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How graphic design can ensure quality and 
increase value from digital print
Toner doesn’t flow like ink. With experience and up-to-date training in digital 
media, a graphic designer can apply colors in ways that bring out the best 
in digital print technology. As with any important piece going to press, an 
approved color proof, or previously printed version of the piece, should be 
supplied as a target or “go by” for the press operator.

Print quality originates in graphic/page layout programs such as Photoshop, 
Illustrator, InDesign and QuarkXPress. To obtain best results from the final 
output device, follow procedures recommended by the software maker, 
especially when sizing images and defining colors. 

•  Be consistent in specifications of sizes and colors (e.g., spot color)

Production efficiency is another significant benefit from best practices in 
graphic design. For fastest production and timely delivery:

•  Reduce file sizes

Efficient prepress includes setup of InDesign or QuarkXPress files to  
interface with the “front end” software of the digital press. This process, 
called “preflighting,” is often left incomplete, adding complexity and  
cost to the job.

•  Reduce prepress work to be done by your print vendor

Efficiency in production and prepress are key opportunities to cut waste and 
increase value. A team approach with your print vendor helps you leverage 
these opportunities. Solve problems before they emerge, save money you 
don’t have to spend and see the quality product you envisioned. 

M a n a g i n g  c o s t s  b e f o r e  p r o d u c t i o n  s t a r t s
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Efficient art prep
When a photo is cropped, the area beyond picture bounding boxes will not 
print, but the entire image still has to be evaluated by the digital press’s front 
end — every time the image prints. To speed production, crop the picture (in 
Photoshop) before placing it in your InDesign or QuarkXPress page layout. 
Images sent to the digital press should be sized at 100% with no nonprinting 
areas for optimum performance.

Strip waste out of print files
Big files take longer to run, and the two great memory hogs of digital print 
production are images and fonts. Deleting unused fonts from your print file 
is a simple step toward maximizing performance. Another is to set up images 
so they require only minimal processing at the front end of the digital press. 
Images in your InDesign or QuarkXPress file should have:

• No nonprinting areas
• Size set at 100%

Why is 100% important? Any other proportion requires the digital press to 
perform the calculation for enlarging or reducing the image, repeatedly. And it 
changes the effective resolution of the image. Using Photoshop, you can resize 
the image once and bring it into your InDesign or QuarkXPress layout at 100%, 
with resolution and print quality you can see and rely on.

The unused area surrounding this postcard is a waste of file space and processor time. It would also 
interfere with efficient use of paper if the job were allowed to run this way. The page you define in 
InDesign or QuarkXPress should match the dimensions of the printed piece. Crop marks can then  
be generated when saving the file for output.

M a n a g i n g  c o s t s  b e f o r e  p r o d u c t i o n  s t a r t s
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InDesign, Quark tools streamline prepress work
The number one cause of delay in production is faulty preparation of files. 
A missing font, an improperly defined color — problems like these stop a 
project in its tracks as project managers and designers call and e-mail back 
and forth looking for a solution. These issues are mostly avoidable using 
prepress tools built into page layout programs.

The file preparation tools for output to press are:
InDesign — Package
QuarkXPress — Collect for Output

The most important steps in file preparation relate to images, colors and fonts:

Images
•  Save as .eps, .tiff, jpg. or .psd (Photoshop format) - flattening psd files 

decreases file size. Keeping layers adds to file size. 
• Size at 100%
• Resolution 300 dpi (most applications)
• Vector based logos should remain vectored (Illustrator .ai or .eps files)

Colors
• Define colors consistently (spot or CMYK)
•  Name colors consistently
•  Use Color Swatches dialog box to review
• Remove any unused color swatches from the palette before production

Fonts
• Embed fonts (if making a pdf)
• Outline fonts from linked files (good practice)
• Remove unused fonts

An “as you go” approach can prevent last-minute headaches. In addition, 
a test run on the machine that will be used for production can help ensure 
timely and trouble-free production. Your print vendor can work with you  
or your agency to save money, labor and time.

InDesign “Package” interface QuarkXPress “Collect for Output” interface
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Tips on color quality
The colors you see on a monitor or from your office printer will often  
differ from the output of a commercial digital press. A few basic measures 
and good communication with your print vendor during proofing stages 
facilitate predictable and consistent color results.

Color definitions
• To specify spot colors, use a professional color system such as  

the PANTONE Solid Coated Library.
• Names for spot colors must match exactly throughout project  

files or the digital press will treat them as separate colors.
• Custom spot color names (i.e., not in the PANTONE library)  

have to be entered manually and tested.

Digital presses today have the ability to manage spot colors separately from 
other color output. This means a logo color can be adjusted without affecting 
other areas on the page. Color matching spot colors with digital laser presses 
can be more precise than with other printing technologies, which might require  
five-color or six-color runs using PMS inks to maintain spot colors.

Tints and gradients
Digital presses calculate color values numerically. As a result, “steps” in a color 
gradient can appear as a “banded” pattern. It is hard to predict when banding 
will occur, so a test-run on the production machine is recommended.

With certain papers, a mid-range tint that is spread across a large  
area may show inconsistent densities of color.

As with oil paints and pastels, there are different techniques to  
bring out the best in any medium.

Tricks of the trade
Introduce a texture or “noise” 

(gaussian blur) to mask potential 

banding. Create the effect in 

Photoshop or Illustrator and 

import into InDesign  

or QuarkXPress.

Tricks of the trade 
Use tints strategically, with coverage over smaller areas. For large areas, use tints 

that are well above or below mid-range (less than 30%, more than 70%).

Add a pattern as shown above, adding interest to the design and minimizing 

issues with banding or color inconsistencies with some tints.











M a n a g i n g  c o s t s  b e f o r e  p r o d u c t i o n  s t a r t s
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Tricks of the trade
For a simple and flexible layout, put the personalization block with the address and phone information to the right of the photo to 

avoid overprinting with longer data. Overprinting, trapped white space and awkward line breaks are issues to foresee and prevent  

when text and graphics are variable.

Design with data in mind
A pitfall to avoid is designing for John Q. Smith.

Instead of assuming a typical name, such as John Q. Smith, graphic 
designers have to take account of the longest name in the database, and the 
shortest, when specifying layout features such as column width and depth. 
Personalization introduces a number of special design considerations.

• When certain database fields may be left blank, position these 
elements so there will be no appearance of gaps in printed text.

• With a window envelope, the address block on a letter must  
meet postal requirements for position, dimensions, font size,  
machine-readability, etc.

• In headlines, putting variable elements at the beginning or end  
can avoid odd word breaks.

Attention to “what-ifs” helps ensure professional-looking typography  
and full value from personalization data.

Don’t pay twice for fonts
Printers can legally use fonts embedded in your file. However, they must own the font for any 
additional typesetting — as when inserting names, variable headlines or other personalization  
data. Check with the printer in advance about fonts they own to avoid this expense.

Steve Sender
126 NW Sunny Side Street
Seashore, IL 12323
Bus 555.123.4567
Steve.Sender@Companyname.com

Like This
Not This

Steve Sender
126 NW Sunny Side Street
Seashore, IL 12323
Bus 555.123.4567
Steve.Sender@Companyname.com

Overlap of longer data  
overprints and is illegible.

!
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About Pii
The Power of Personalization®
Progressive Impressions International (Pii) is a digital print and e-channels 
marketer with expertise in personalization and print-on-demand systems. 
Pii pioneered the fast-changing technology of marketing personalization, 
working closely with Xerox since the mid-1990s. More than half of Pii  
clients are in the Fortune 500.

As a subsidiary of Taylor Corporation (a top 200 private U.S. company), Pii  
is financially secure and has the ability to leverage facilities across America:

• 10 regionally based warehouses
• 4 million square feet of warehouse and fulfillment space
•  48-hour ground delivery to major metro areas within the  

continental U.S.

Pii is a member of the Direct Marketing Association (DMA), able to  
deliver complete marketing solutions from campaign design through  
call center support.

• Pii’s creative team won national awards in 2007, 2008 and 2009.

Agility and innovation are the driving spirit for Pii’s 200 employees. Our 
mission is to create and deliver solutions that mean success for our clients.

www.WhateverItTakes.com

One Hardman Drive
Bloomington, IL 61701

3300 Gateway Drive
Pompano Beach, FL 33069

The Power of Personalization®

Pii is a registered ISO 9001 company.For additional copies, contact Ron Drenning at: 800.883.1156
ron.drenning@whateverittakes.com


